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M/s Celltick Mobile Media (India) Pvt. Limited ( M/s Celltick) 
had signed an Agreement with BSNL on 1st Sep, 2014 for 
integration of Cell Broadcast System with BSNL Network for 
GSM subscribers of BSNL in all four zones of BSNL. The 
copy of the agreement has already been uploaded on 
Intranet vide letter dated 8

th
 September 2014. 

Celltick’s Live Screen platform delivers an enhanced, 
interactive and engaging experience to mobile consumers. 
Utilizing Live Screen technology branded as BSNL Buzz, 
Celltick will ensure personalization and an ability to deliver 
context aware marketing that is optimized for user 
satisfaction enabling BSNL consumers to easily discover 
and benefit from a wide range of user friendly services. 
LiveScreen’s platform enables BSNL to offer its consumers 
unique high-value content & coupons for physical goods that 
can be redeemed in store. With this partnership, BSNL can 
reach out to its subscribers in the most effective manner 
based on location and user behavior. 

Technical Details: 

Cell Broadcast is capable of broadcasting one single 
message to reach all mobile handsets in an area as small as 
one radio cell and as big as the entire country. This 
service,is available to the customers who have activated the 
Cell broadcast (CB) channel in their handsets. It's broadcast 
is real time and fast:  No dependency of Cell broadcast 
channels for BSNL BUZZ (live screen). Message appears 
even if cell broadcast channel is off (Customer should have 
Celltick enabled sim card and should be in idle status at the 
time of promotion). To get regular cell info messages CB 
channel should be on. 
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Cell Broadcast is designed for simultaneous delivery to multiple users in a 
specified area. Whereas the Short Message Service-Point to Point (SMS-PP) is a 
one-to-one and one-to-a-few service (requires multiple SMS messages, as each 
message can only carry one phone number), Cell Broadcast is a one-to-
many geographically focused messaging service.  

Cell Broadcast is not as affected by traffic load; therefore, it may be usable 
during a disaster when load spikes (mass call events) tend to crash networks. 

The capability of mobile handset in utilizing capabilities of CBS is further 
enhanced by application burnt in SIM (applet) which interact with mobile handset 
to display not only the broadcast messages (as detailed in above Para’s) but also 
the customized information in most interactive format. As application resides in 
SIM, not on phone, simple feature phone is also capable of using the service 

Revenue streams: 

The above capability of service can be used to offer variety of Value Added 
Services in a non intrusive manner as all the messages are displayed on idle 
screen and don’t interfere with normal calling and messaging. 

The brief details of the various revenue streams are here as under: 

One of the revenue streams will be in the form of revenue share from Value 
Added Services (VAS) promoted & acquisitioned through CBS. At present, BSNL 
has fixed the End User Price(EUP) for the services provided by Various VASPs. 
M/s Celltick will be paid 5 % revenue share of the EUP of the VAS availed by 
subscriber through CBS. Second stream of revenue will be in the form 
Advertisers using the non – interactive CBS as a promotional medium alone.  

Third stream of revenue will be from infotainment services offered by M/s Celltick 
on mutually agreed upon EUP between M/s Celltick and the BSNL. M/s Celltick 
may use 
SMS/USSD/IVRlWAP/GPRS/Data/3G bearers. 
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Status of the project: 

West Zone(CMTS Nodal) was appointed as nodal unit to execute the project. To enable the service 
most of the BSCs of various Circles have already been connected with CBS zonal servers and all the 
SIMs now being supplied to field units by Telecom Factory, Mumbai are equipped with CBS applets 
and now the project is almost ready for the launch and expected to be inaugurated by Hon’ble MOC in 
mid of June’2015 
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